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Abstract— Lower Atmospheric Propagation Ultra Wide
Band (LATPROP-UWB) system is deployed during
Coupled Air-Sea Processes and Electromagnetic Duct-
ing Research (CASPER) East campaign to measure
range-dependent propagation loss for 2–40 GHz. Cou-
ple Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System
(COAMPS) is used to obtain refractivity forecasts during
CASPER East. Range-dependent forecast refractivity pro-
files are used with a parabolic wave equation code to get
simulated propagation loss. The simulated and measured
propagation loss are compared to compute COAMPS
forecasting accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Changes in vertical temperature and humidity profiles
can result in atmospheric ducts that cause the trapping
of electromagnetic (EM) waves, significantly affecting
system performance [1]. To explore the effects of non-
standard conditions on EM propagation, the Coupled
Air-Sea Processes and Electromagnetic Ducting Re-
search (CASPER) East campaign was conducted in Oc-
tober/November 2015, offshore of Duck, NC where ex-
tensive concurrent atmospheric and EM propagation loss
(PL) data are collected. Two research vessels, R/V Huge
R. Sharp (R/V Sharp) and R/V Atlantic Explorer (R/V
AE) were operated with frequent rawinsonde launches
from both vessels and the shore site. In addition, high-
rate measurement of wind, temperature, humidity, and
pressure were recorded by fixed height sensors on the
bow masts of both R/V Sharp and R/V AE [2].

These are coupled with numerical weather predictions
using the Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Predic-
tion System (COAMPS). The COAMPS is a mesoscale
modeling product developed at the Naval Research Lab-
oratory, Marine Meteorology Division that can provide
both the current time analysis and short-term forecast
for any given region of the Earth in both the atmosphere
and ocean. The initial fields are specified using an
analytic function and empirical data. All of the available

observations from all of the research platforms since
the last analysis are blended with the previous forecast
to generate the current analysis. Then the model runs
forward in time to produce the new forecasts where the
time interval between successive analyses is called the
update cycle [3].

Next, the parabolic wave equation (PWE) method
is used to calculate electromagnetic wave PL along
the experiment track using the simulated refractivity
profiles from COAMPS output. Then the simulated PL
are compared with measured PL.

II. LATPROP-UWB DATA

The Lower Atmospheric Propagation Ultra Wide Band
(LATPROP-UWB) measurement system is designed to
measure PL from 2-40 GHz. A total of 64 frequencies
were measured during CASPER East. The transmitter
was installed at the end of the Army Corps of Engineers
Field Research Facility Pier, emitting towards the sea. A
receiver was installed on bow of R/V AE. The transmitter
and receiver were synchronized via GPS to lock to the
same frequency at the same time. Range-dependent PL at
multiple frequencies were measured as R/V AE moved
toward the shore along an east-west path.

For this work, 21 sets of range-dependent PL measure-
ments at 25 frequency points ranging from 2 GHz to 18
GHz were used. The PL at each frequency is a function
of both time and range since each measurement took
several hours.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

COAMPS provides analysis data twice every day
(noon and midnight). Each of these COAMPS fields
are run for consecutive 48 hours afterwards creating the
forecast data. Because of 48 hours forecasts with 12
hour intervals, there are always 4 COAMPS fields for
each time that can provide anticipated PL at each UWB
measurement. Horizontal dimension is defined towards
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Fig. 1: Simulated and measured PL at 2.02, 3.92, 6.425,
11.69, 14.01 and 18.01 GHz. Black dots are measure-
ment, solid lines are PWE simulations from COAMPS
forecast fields.

east away from the Duck Pier, extends to 60 km with
2 km grid spacing. Vertical profiles have been blended
with the surface layer using 1 m vertical resolution up
to 100 m height, then reverted to COAMPS resolution
up to around 30 km.

M-profiles generated by COAMPS need to be pro-
cessed before compared to measurement. Here we ap-
plied PWE to compute PL. Then, basing on the actual
location of our vessel at that time, we extracted corre-
sponding PL and combined them together to form the
anticipated PL. For example, 1014 run1 PL is recorded
on Oct 14, 2015 between 14:50-17:50. 21 M profiles sets
are calculated from 14:40-18:00 and each set contains
31 range dependent profiles with 2 km unit length. Four
COAMPS fields started at Oct 14 12:00, Oct 14 0:00,
Oct 13 12:00 and Oct 13 0:00 create forecast M profiles
for 1014 run1 at 3-6, 15-18, 27-30 and 39-42 hours
forecasting length, respectively. The PL generated from
farthest (first) to closest (last) forecast cycle are labeled
as forecast 1–4.

IV. RESULTS

The comparison of measured and simulated PL at
selected frequencies is illustrated in Fig.1. Measurement
data are from Oct 14, 2015 15:50-17:50. Simulated PL is
calculated from COAMPS forecasting sets started at Oct
14 12:00. Mean correction have been made in this figure.
Notably, there is excellent match between two lines in
2.02 GHz. The simulated PL curves successfully capture
the quick dips at 11.69 GHz and 14.01 GHz. It also
follows the descending trend at 18.01 GHz. As expected,
the mismatch between simulation and measurement in-
crease as frequency increases. Simulation also provides
better agreement at closer range.

Error analysis of simulated and measured PL is shown
in Fig. 2. The index of measurement set is labeled in

Fig. 2: Comparison of forecasts: Percent times that the
PWE simulated PL match the measured data best.

chronological order. PL in each set is a function of range
for 25 frequency points. The error term is the frequency
average of RMS PL error in range:

φ =
1

Nf

Nf∑
1

√∑Nr

1 (PL(r, f)− PLobs(r, f))2

Nr
(1)

where PL(r, f) is the simulation, PLobs(r, f) is the
observation, r, f , Nr and Nf are range, frequency,
number of range and frequency points, respectively.

The RMS error averaged over PL data for 5-40 km,
2-18 GHz over the entire October-November 2015 cam-
paign corresponds to 4 dB for 0-12 h forecasts. Best
and worst case frequency-range averaged RMS values
are 2.5 and 7 dB while the typical RMS error is around
5 dB. Figure 2 shows the percentage of minimum error
in each forecast. Over 50% of the cases the frequency
and range averaged error is minimum for forecast 4 (0-12
h forecast). The match decreases with increased forecast
time with forecast 1 (36-48 h forecast) only producing
the best results less than 10% of the time.

V. CONCLUSION

The refractivity output from COAMPS is converted
to propagation loss and then compared with measured
radio frequency loss from LATPROP-UWB system dur-
ing CASPER East. The good agreement of simulated
and measurement validated that COAMPS has good
prediction in short term forecasting.
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